Reposting Good Old Malcolm Roberts

By Anna Von Reitz

Some people are pithy and gracious trouble-makers for those who deserve trouble, and they just keep going at it for their entire lives. Meet Malcolm Roberts and I quote his words of wisdom especially for our British, Irish, Scottish, Welsh, Aussie, Canadian and other former-Commonwealth friends:

"Did the Medical Countermeasures Consortium run #COVID? The Australian, American, British & Canadian #military forces formed this consortium to dominate COVID response. Australia joined the consortium in 2012 under the Labor-Gillard government. A military-pharmaceutical apparatus linking the USA, Australia, Canada and the UK. Operation Warp Speed: The US Department of Defense signed the first contract between the US government and #Pfizer for the purchase of US$11 billion dollars worth of #vaccines. We know our Therapeutic Goods Administration (#TGA) did not review stage 2/3 trial data and instead relied on the US FDA, which took Pfizer's word for how the trials went! Pfizer committed systemic fraud during its trials, which has come out now through whistle-blowers' testimony and in the release of Pfizer's own data. Pfizer, it seems, gave the US government the vaccine they asked for. It was developed using #gainoffunction research in conjunction with #Wuhan in #China and, of course, #AnthonyFauci. The military-pharmaceutical in action. These are matters to be dealt with in a Royal Commission. The Royal Commission that was promised by the Albanese government. Call a Royal Commission into COVID now!"

Yes, what a good idea, Malcolm. Time to roast some Pfizer buns over charcoal and follow up with investigation into the activities of the Wellcome Trust which has been a Perpetrator of medical crimes since the 1850s and the Pirbright Institute as well.

Covid isn't "just" an American or Chinese problem.

The true genesis of the current malady started in Britain well-over a hundred years ago and simply manifested as this particular viral bioweapon now.
All the hateful racist and elitist ideas and prejudices embodied by Lord Pirbright, Henry Wellcome and Cecil Rhodes --- and all the money they left in their endowments --- have provided the seedbed of this current genocide and its development since the 1960's.

Time to get to the bottom of the dog pile. A Royal Commission to flame-broil the US Perpetrators, and a Congressional Special Committee to roast their British counterparts.

What say you, people of the world? Shall we stop the Good Cop - Bad Cop nonsense, and dig out the root of this evil once and for all?
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